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WHY DEVELOPING 
STORY TELLING?

• Compliant with ACTFL area goals: communication, 
connections, culture, comparisons, and communities

• Compliant with CCSS and WL standards

• Aligned with ELA standards

• Compliant with LA Act 482 on Cursive writing

• Across curriculum social studies, geography, math

• To develop bilingualism and biliteracy for all education 
settings (elementary, middle, and high school)



WHY IS IT ENGAGING?

• Surprise

• Fun

• Dramatize

• Emotions

• Imagination

• Active participation

• Use props: toys

• Pure fiction

• Problem is solved at the end





WHAT IS TPRS? 

Historically, it was developed in the 1990’s by a Spanish teacher in 
California, Blaine Ray, who began with TPR and wanted to go further, using 

stories.

It is based on the second language acquisition theories of Stephen 
Krashen, where the best way to help students develop both fluency and 

accuracy in a language is to expose them to large amounts 
of comprehensible input.

TPRS is a language teaching method designed to develop real fluency.

Students and teachers spend class time speaking in the target language 

about interesting, comprehensible stories 

(Lichtman, 2016)



IS TPRS SUPPORTED 
BY RESEARCH? 

Yes—there have been 24 studies from 2003 to 2016 
comparing TPRS with traditional foreign language 
teaching (using a textbook and grammar-based 
syllabus). 

TPRS students outperform traditional students on some or 
all of the language skills tested. There have also been 17 
studies on the efficacy of TPRS by itself, which show that it 
significantly improves motivation, vocabulary, and 
fluency.





WHAT BENEFITS CAN I 
EXPECT FROM TPRS?

• reading (8 studies), 

• vocabulary (7 studies), 

• grammar (6 studies), 

• speaking (6 studies). 

• TPRS students typically outperform traditional 
students on these skills on a variety of assessments. 
For the skills of listening and writing, TPRS students 

sometimes equal and sometimes outperform 
traditional students.



WHY DOES TPRS 
OUTPERFORM 

TRADITIONAL LANGUAGE 
TEACHING?

• TPRS is an input-based method: students hear and read larger amounts of 

comprehensible input in the target language in TPRS classes than in 

traditional classes. 

• Class time is spent in the target language in the interpretive, interpersonal 

modes, and presentational modes. 

• TPRS focuses on the most useful vocabulary, and is highly engaging.



MAKE A 
STATEMENT.

Students respond

•Expression of interest --

“AAAHHH”



MAKE A 
STATEMENT.

•Something bad  =

•Il y a un probleme! 

Students respond

“Oh NON,  Oh NON”



CONFIRM.

•C’est evident!

•Of course!

Students respond

“c’est évident”



MAKE A 
STATEMENT.

•Something good  =

•Bonne nouvelle! 

•Good news!

Students respond

“Yeah!”



LE GROS SINGE!



•Il y a : there is

•Singe: monkey

•Habite: lives

LE GROS SINGE



SAINT MALO, FRANCE



Mange: eats

Bananes: bananas

Tous les jours: every day

Tres: very

Gros: big

A besoin: needs

Exercice: exercise

Malade: sick

Va: goes

Espagne: Spain

LE GROS SINGE



LE GROS SINGE
Parle: speaks

Chenille: caterpillar 

Grand: tall

Arbre: tree

Explique: explain

Situation: situation

Comprend: understands

Grimper: climb

N’aime pas: does not like





CHOICE OF 
PROPS

• Relevant, appropriate, easily 

understood.



BLAYNE RAY 
CIRCLING METHOD 

FOR TPRS



CIRCLING (BLAYNE RAY)

1. Positive statement

2. ? with a yes answer

3. Either/or questions

4. ? with a no answer

5. Restate the negative and restate the 

positive

6. Who?

7. What?   Where?   When?    How?    Why?



Statement

Teacher: Classe, Fred mange beaucoup de bananes!

Students: Ooooh!

"Yes" question

Teacher: Classe,est-ce que Fred mange beaucoup de bananes??

Students: oui

Either/Or question

Teacher: Class, est-ce que Fred  mange beaucoup de bananes ou de 

pommes ?

Students: de bananes.

"No" question

Teacher: Classe, est-ce que Fred mange beaucoup de pommes?

Students: No.

"Wh" question

Teacher: Classe, que mange Fred?

Students: des bananes



ACTIVITIES

Acting to the class and/or to lower grades

Movie in French

Essay



Comic strip with drawing

ACTIVITIES



ACTIVITIES

Comic strip with photo





DAILY ENRICHMENT 
ACTIVITIES

In addition to TPR Storytelling, each 

day we also spend ten minutes on an 

enrichment activity. 

3-4 days per week should be 

dedicated to reading activities.



ECRITURE LIBRE
FREE WRITING

(MacGowan-Gilhooly, 1993)

The goal is to improve fluency, not to improve accuracy. Have students 

keep journals, and give them weekly timed writing assignments. 

• Students write as many words as they can in ten minutes (or 12, if 

you prefer). Their eventual goal is to write 50 words. Have them write 

as quickly as they can, but do not allow the use of English or blanks 

for words they don’t know. At the end of ten minutes, tell them to stop 

writing. Then have them count their words, write the total number of 

words at the top of their papers, and circle the number. The first 

freewriting exercise generally results in very low scores. Since 

students are sometimes intimidated by writing this much, the first 
writing assignment should be worth fewer points.

•



ECRITURE LIBRE
FREE WRITING

Goal 2: the students will write in cursive, in compliance with Louisiana legislature

Act 482



LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION

Students tell the story they wrote to the 

class, using the same techniques. 

Students take the story to a parent or other 

adult (even another TL teacher) and retell 

the story to that adult using gestures and 

dramatization.



READING

Read and discuss readers in class. Ask a student to 

translate passages aloud into English to demonstrate 

comprehension. 

Ask questions about what happened in the chapter. Act 

out passages. The readers must be at least 90 percent 

comprehensible to aid language acquisition. 

www.blaineraytprs.com/catalogue_readingmat.html

has level-appropriate readers. 



RE-TELLING FROM 
PERSPECTIVE

Ask for a volunteer to retell the story from perspective 

while looking at the guide words on the board. Allow 

this student enough time to accomplish the task. 

Gently guide him or her to use the correct new 

perspective and do not correct grammatical errors. As 

each perspective is acquired, the guide words can be 

removed and volunteers can be asked to retell the 

story without this aid.



CLASS INVENTION
Written by students for students

• Students write a story in groups or pairs 

using story dices or a box of toys. 

• Have students simultaneously write the 

story in their notebooks as you draw 

attention to features of the language that 

are important for writing accuracy.



Rubric:    Make up a story in French: 45 points for the writing
The story must have:     

 

                                            My grade

1. A title                        3 pts 
2. At least 3 locations                    3 pts 
3. At least 3 characters                    3 pts 
4. The story has at least 3 paragraphs                3 pts 
5. There is problem at the first location: there is a problem in French        3 pts 
6. The problem is attempted to be solved in the second, third, … location:        3 pts 
7. The problem is solved at the last location:              3 pts 
8. There is some good news at different times of the story: good news in French: bonne nouvelle!   3 pts 
9. There are some obvious facts during the story: c’est évident!          3 pts 
10. There are some numbers or money….                3 pts 
11. The story is original (not a strict copy of a known story)            3 pts 
12. The story is exciting!                    3 pts 
13. The prompts have been prepared                3 pts 
14. The story is typed on a jump drive                3 pts 
15. The story has soft animals as characters               3 pts 

RUBRIC –CLASS INVENTION



ASSESSMENT

Compliant with CCSS and WL standards

Across curriculum social studies, 

geography, math



VOCABULARY TEST



WRITTEN ASSESSMENT



WRITTEN ASSESSMENT



WRITTEN 
ASSESSMENT:STORY MAP



WRITTEN 
ASSESSMENT:STORY MAP 2



WRITTEN 
ASSESSMENT:STORY MAP



LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

(WRITTEN OR ORAL)
1. The teacher says sentences in French related to 

the story. The students translate them into
English.

2. The teacher says sentences in English related to 
the story. The students translate them into French.

3. The teacher says sentences in French related to 
the story. The students repeat them/write them in 
French.



HOMEWORK
Although grammar-based homework exercises are not a component of a successful 

TPRS program, you can assign many valuable activities, such as reading, free writing, 
drawing, and creating stories, as homework to reserve more class time for 

comprehensible input.

1. The student learn to story to act it out

2. Unscramble pictures while reading the story

3. The students tell the story to parents for homework and have them sign it.

4. Write an other end.

5. Imagine what happens next.

6. Read (Written summary of reading in native language)



CONCLUSION

“We teach language best when we 
use it for what it was designed for: 
communication.”

– Krashen, 1982



ANY QUESTIONS?
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